XII National Conference of ABEA "INTELLIGENT CITIES AND REGIONS: integrated energy management and development, Bioenergy market, Nearly Zero Energy Buildings"

06 December 2016, Sofia, Bulgaria

- More


28-30 March 2011, Sofia, Bulgaria

- More

7-th South-East European Congress and Exhibition on EE & RES

13-15 April 2011, Sofia

- More

6-th National Conference of ABEA "Strategies and policies of common sense – EE end RES solutions for energy independence, competitive prices and exit fro
25-26 October 2010, Plovdiv

- More

2-nd European study tour in Rennes region (Brittany, France)

11-13 October 2010, Rennes region, France

- More

6-th International Congress and Exhibiton on Renewable Energy Sources and Energy Efficiency - The Premier EE & RES Business Event in South-East Europe

14-16 April 2010, Inter ExpoCenter - Sofia, Bulgaria, Halls 5 & 6, Organizer - Via Expo Ltd.

- More

The Fifth National Conference of ABEA

- Invitation
- Participation fee
- Registration form
- Sponsorship packages
- Program

Agreement between the Association of Bulgarian Black Sea Region (ABCHO), Black Sea Regional Agency for Energy Management (CHRAUE) and the Directorate General for Energy and Transport of the European Commission, 25.03.2009, Varna
Seminar on "Opportunities for energy recovery of waste bimasa, on 19/03/2009, Haskovo

Fourth National Conference on ABEA

Third National Conference on ABEA

The Second National Conference of ABEA